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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

In this work, we proposed an animation control system, RhyCAP, and a practical scheme, 

RMC, to create controllable stylistic Chinese Lion Dance performance. We had embedded the 

tips of the traditional animation into the posture control (PC) of RMC to create convincible 

rhythmized character motions. We had also integrated pursuing and following behavior 

models in RMC behavior control (BC) to direct the characters during a playacting. The 

control mechanism in RhyCAP is very intuitive for the users to animate dynamic characters 

even though they may not be professionally trained with the traditional animation skills. 

Besides, RhyCAP may also used as an animation prototyping tool for those directors or 

choreographers who would like to have a preview before an idea is mature. 

7.2 Comparison with Other Approaches 

For the effectiveness of our animation control system, we are here to compare the procedural 

motion control scheme with other example-based approaches. Motion styles are considered as 

extracting features from existing motion data. However, learning or mining from raw motion 

data in such high-dimensional joint spaces is time-consuming. Although meaningful motion 

characteristics may be found in raw motion data, they may easily become meaningless as we 
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transform them to other targeted motions. We can designate constraints in the training process 

to maintain motion characteristics although it may quickly become as labor-intensive as 

designing motion procedures. The RMC scheme generates stylized character movements 

procedurally by reusing and rearranging the key-pose controllers in PC and then directing the 

behaviors in BC. Hence the combination of the motion control and motion styling can be 

made possible within the RMC procedures. 

7.3 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in various ways. Since most character 

animations contain some form of rhythmic progression, we believe that our approach can be 

generalized into various types of behaviors or skills for animated characters by 

choreographing the existing pose controllers (posers) or developing new ones. Thus, the 

action graphs which are described in Section 5.1.2 should be more flexible. 

Currently, our high-level controls of the lion dance playactings and the motion style are 

mainly achieved by selecting the repertoires or adjusting three rhythmic parameters through 

keyboard interactions. However, we believe that our playacting console is promising to 

integrate with the drum beat recognition features that make conducting the lion dance directly 

through playing drum beats possible. The drum beat recognition feature can be realized by 

detecting the tempo, volume and intervals between the MIDI events through MIDI percussion 

devices. The drum beat patterns can be used to trigger the distinct lion dance repertoires. 

Another way that can also be considered to generate lion dance automatically is to input a 

pre-composed drum beat MIDI file.  
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For the dancing lion, the ability of acting on an uneven terrain can be add by an 

enhanced planner such as [15] since many lion dance repertoires perform on the trunks with 

striding between small gaps. Additional visual effects such as the camera movement can also 

be implemented with the consideration of cinematography [31]. In Section 5.2 we partitioned 

key poses of an action into the two active phases but skipped the passive reaction phase. We 

will use the physics-aid to make the character motion more realistic. 

The secondary motions such as the costume, furs and the final touch rendering of the 

dancing lion can be accomplished in commercial animation packages (e.g. maya) by 

implementing the playback recording of the simulated motions. 


